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The National Security Agency was among the employers 

recruiting at Out & Equal's Workplace Summit in San Francisco 

this week.  

 

"Some people are surprised to see us here, but we're eager to 

change perceptions," said an NSA representative staffing the 

agency's booth. The NSA offered brochures on internships and 

other career opportunities. 

 

Other government agencies recruiting at the summit 

included NASA and the FDIC. Corporate employers 

included Intel, (NASDAQ: INTC) Oracle, (NASDAQ: ORCL) Google, 

(NASDAQ: GOOG) (NASDAQ: GOOGL) Chevron, (NYSE: 

CVX) Clorox (NYSE: CLX) andWells Fargo (NYSE: WFC). Wells 

Fargo CEO John Stumpf discussed his own experience with diversity in a keynote address at the conference, 

which drew record attendance. 

 

Chick-fil-A, with the founding family's history of opposing LGBT rights, wasn't to be found at the job fair, 

but McDonald's (NYSE: MCD) was. The fast-food giant's booth included pictures of LGBT McDonald's executives 

from around the country. 

 

The NSA's participation no doubt offers plenty of fodder for late-night TV comedians. I already heard one joke 

about the natural fit between the NSA and the LGBT community, given the latter's expertise in hiding. (I liked that 

one.) 

 

But the presence of so many employers, a few who may have worked diligently at one time to cull LGBT employees 

from their ranks, sent a powerful message about their commitment to diversity. 

 

As I walked the exhibit hall, I recalled my own work coordinating the first job fair at the National Lesbian & Gay 

Journalists Association's second annual convention held in New York in 1993. The ground-breaking event attracted 

its own media coverage from several outlets, including USA Today and Germany's news magazine Der Spiegel. 

 

That first NLGJA job fair drew almost every major media organization in the country except my own employer at 

the time, Knight-Ridder, although some of the company's newspapers sent recruiters. Ahead of the convention, I 
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spoke with Knight-Ridder's vice president of diversity about participating and was told, "Gays and lesbians aren't 

our issue." I responded, "I hope in time Knight-Ridder expands its view of diversity." 

 

I didn't have to wait long. At the job fair, the Miami Herald's recruiter asked where the parent company's booth 

was located. I relayed the conversation, to which she replied, "Get me a magic marker and poster board, it's our 

issue now." 
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